Opensoft Payroll is a Client-Server based payroll that
is designed to integrate seamlessly with eOpensoft. It
takes care of tedious and time-consuming paperwork
required for your payroll administration, all while
ensuring your payroll is done correctly. In compliance
with the Inland Revenue Board of Malaysia (IRBM),
Opensoft Payroll caters to Monthly Tax Deduction
(MTD) payments, Employees' Provident Fund (EPF)
and SocialSecurity Organisations (SOCSO).

Save time with smarter payroll
software
Save time and improve employee
management with a trusted payroll software
that takes the stress out of managing your
payroll.

Integration across platforms
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Seamless Integration with eOpensoft cloud
platforms ensures that you get a complete HR
Management Solution.

Spend less time entering payroll data
With Opensoft Payroll, you only require to
manually enter the additional pay details that
are not included in employees' usual pay.
Opensoft Payroll comes with options to sync
attendance records directly to Opensoft Time &
Attendance, and to sync leave/absence records
from Opensoft Leave Management - thereby
reducing errors,abolish the need for manual rekeying and speed up payroll processing
altogether.

Easy management of pay and
entitlements
We are always on the lookout for regulatory
updates so you can be assured that all your pay
calculations are in compliance with the statutory
requirements for Singapore and Malaysia
businesses. Accurately accrue leave by the hour,
day or by pay and choose how to calculate an
unlimited number of allowances and deductions
with total flexibility.

Ease of Use
Simple data entry that even a first time
payroll user will be able to perform

Key Features

Customizable Setup

Full access to comprehensive reports
Statutory reports and management reports
with export to excel functions

Flexible Payrun

Up to 20 additional pay fields to define
for each employee to track allowances
and/or deductions over the default
Basic, Overtime, No Pay Leave,Statutory
funds to suit your organisations' needs.

Opensoft Payroll is equipped to handle
different pay frequencies for your employees

Speedy and Efficient Payroll Process

Employees' payroll information is available
immediately after payroll periodic processing
for that pay period.

Integration with optional Opensoft
Self-Service Modules

Fast data entry and include paying your
employees' reimbursement at the same
time you run your payroll processing.

Unlimited Pay History
Payroll data kept for unlimited time period
for compliance purposes.

Accuracy of Information
With all your setup done right the first
time, you can let the system take care of
the rest!

Quick access to current and historical
payroll records
Payroll data can be kept for an unlimited
time period as required, and can be
accessed whenever you need to with
just a few clicks on your mouse.

Compliance with local statutory boards
Useful and Insightful Payroll
Reports
Have all the information you need in
an easy to read format., enabling
management to understand and
process the data a lot faster.

Payroll Data is 100% safe
All access, whether administrative
or user, to Opensoft Payroll is
password protected, thereby
ensuring such sensitive Payroll
information is kept fully secure.

All relevant calculations for submission to the
statutory bodies are fully compliant within
the required specifications set out by the
Inland Revenue Board of Malaysia (IRBM) so
you don't have to worry about these
complicated calculations yourself!

